ZEBULON INNOVATIONS ANNOUNCES U.S. EPA APPROVAL OF ZAVOLI CNG CONVERSION KIT
FOR INTERMEDIATE USE: Ford 6.2L and 5.4L ENGINE GROUP
Ankeny, Iowa – January 15, 2014 Zebulon Innovations, the Exclusive importer and Distributor of Zavoli
CNG Conversion Systems is proud to announce that it has received full EPA certification for Zavoli’s
world-renown compressed natural gas (CNG) bi-fuel systems that are available now for the complete line
of Intermediate (2012 and older) Ford trucks, vans and SUVs configured with 6.2L and 5.4L engines.
"Obtaining this CNG conversion Kit's approval by the EPA was strategically important for a number of our
fleet customers who are in need of an intermediate kits that would allow them to convert a broad array of
Ford vehicles, including the F-350, F-250, F-150 pick-up trucks, E150, E250, E350 vans, Expedition and
Navigator SUVs and even Lincoln/Mercury Crown Victoria, Grand Marquis and Town Car" commented
Lee Nelson the Chief Technology Officer of Zebulon Innovations.
The proven Zavoli technology and EPA certification give GM’s fleet customers an immediately available
option to convert 2012 GM trucks to run safely on both gasoline and compressed natural gas. As a
transportation fuel, CNG provides significant fuel cost savings while meeting all EPA vehicle emissions
requirements. The bi-fuel vehicles easily transition between CNG and gasoline offering drivers an
extended mileage range.
All Zavoli CNG Conversion Systems products are engineered to meet the most stringent performance and
emissions standards and are premium grade equipment. Zavoli CNG Conversion System products are
high altitude and cold-start tested and designed for U.S. Vehicles. The Zavoli BORA Software®, which
connects and calibrates seamlessly to factory on-board diagnostics systems, is widely regarded as being
the easiest to configure resulting in the best performance in the CNG industry.
Zebulon Innovations has created a national network of certified and trained dealer/installers for the Zavoli
CNG Conversion Systems. With the Zavoli CNG Conversion System's bi-fuel conversion system, the
vehicle owner selects the GM or Ford adaptable chassis truck configuration and CNG tank size. Zavoli
CNG Conversion Systems qualified installers work with fleet and individual vehicle owners to ensure a
reliable and competitive CNG system is installed and they provide ongoing customer and technical
support.
If you have an interest in a Zavoli CNG Conversion System or wish to become a certified dealer/installer,
please contact Zebulon Innovations’ offices at 515.289.9191. For more information about CNG or
Zebulon Innovations, you may refer to www.zebgas.com. For more information about Zavoli, you may
reference www.zavoli.com.

Zebulon Innovations
Zebulon Innovations was created by U.S. entrepreneurs to identify the world’s best CNG products and
introduce them to the North American market. Zebulon Innovations provides a full-scale line-up of CNG
solutions, including Zavoli CNG Conversion Kits, Quantum and American CNG tanks, a network of
world-class ASE Certified installers and CNG refueling equipment including BRC Fuelmaker compressors
and CUBOGAS CNG refueling stations.

Zavoli Srl
Zavoli Srl is an Italian company and subsidiary of Fuel Systems Solutions (NYSE: FSYS) headquartered
in New York, NY. Zavoli is a world leader in the designing and manufacturing proprietary CNG bi-fuel
systems providing vehicle owners the many benefits of compressed natural gas (CNG) an abundant,
clean and more economical transportation fuel.
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